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Species can base their impression of themselves
on the number of sensory neurons they have and
their IUCN level
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Abstract
Humans have the most sensory neurons of any terrestrial species, 18.83B, with more than twice as many
as the runner up western gorilla. There are three aquatic species with more than humans and seven more
with more than the western gorilla. The killer whale with more than twice as many as humans, long-�nned
and short-�nned pilot whale with a little less than twice humans. With that many sensory neurons it
would be assumed that those would be the species with the most emotional disturbance from
anthropogenic in�uence. There is no data on killer whale endangerment, and both long and short �nned
pilot whales are LC, ranking them 23rd and 24th most disturbed species. It is important for us to consider
what the species means to them in evaluating what species we should care about, it would be bene�cial
to base that on what species care about themselves the most.

Introduction
Humans have the most sensory neurons of any terrestrial species, 18.83B, with more than twice as many
as the runner up western gorilla. There are three aquatic species with more than humans and seven more
with more than the western gorilla. The killer whale with more than twice as many as humans, long-�nned
and short-�nned pilot whale with a little less than twice humans. With that many sensory neurons it
would be assumed that those would be the species with the most emotional disturbance from
anthropogenic in�uence. There is no data on killer whale endangerment, and both long and short �nned
pilot whales are LC, ranking them 23rd and 24th most disturbed species.

Methods
Species sensory associated neuron and total neuron quantities from wiki were columnized on an excel.
There are 146 species that have their sensory neuron quantities documented on wiki and 110 of those
have their total quantities on wiki. A percentage of sensory neurons was then calculated for each of the
110 species that have both. The 146 species were checked on the IUCN for their level. 26 species are
without IUCN document so 120 species have both sensory neuron quantities and an IUCN level. For an
IUCN level .01 was used for LC, .25 for NT, .5 for VU, .75 for EN and .99 for CR. That percentage multiplied
by the quantity of sensory neurons totals a level of IUCN sense for each of the 120 species. Each of the
120 species levels of IUCN sensory use was percentagized comparatively to the species with the most
combined sensory neurons and IUCN level. A weighted level of IUCN sense was also calculated for the
110 species that have both sensory and total neuron quantities, only 92 of those with an IUCN level,
multiplying the IUCN level and the percentage of sensory neurons to total.

These variables were then put into R as a MLR using yi = β0 + β1 + β2… βi + €I, €i ∼ Normal (0, σ2 ) to
determine the role of each of the columns as variables with the response being the total level of IUCN
sense. y= total.level.of.iucn.sense

sens= sensory.associated.neurons
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tot= total.neurons

perc= percentage.sens

iucn= iucn.level

name= name

weightediucn= weighted.level.of.iucn.sense

AIC scores were compared for y1 ~ sens + perc + iucn, y2 ~ perc + iucn + weightediucn, y3 ~ 1 (null), y4 ~
iucn+ sens + weightediucn, y5 ~ weightediucn + tot + iucn, and y6 ~ sens + iucn.

Results
The three species with more sensory neurons than humans have not had their total neurons quanti�ed, so
humans have the most total neurons of all neural measured species with, 86B total, while the western
gorilla has 33.4B and the orangutan 32.6B. Five of the 146 species that have sensory neuron totals are
CR with the IUCN an eight are EN. Of the 14 species with the most disturbed ranked (having the most
neurons combined with IUCN level), 5 are VU, 6 EN and 3 CR. The species with the most disturbed rank is
an EN, the blue whale. After the ninth ranked species the percent of IUCN sense goes less than half of the
top ranked species.

Table 1: Top 28 most disturbed species IUCN sense = sensory associated neurons x IUCN level
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The results from the AIC scores y1-y6 have y4 with the best covariates, with y1 only 45.11795 away (the
others are more than 5,000 away). This shows that combining the iucn and the sens variables are most
effective in the 3 variable equations.

Table 2:  €4  ∼ Normal (0, σ2)

Discussion
It is important for us to consider what the species means to them in evaluating what species we should
care about, it would be bene�cial to base that on what species care about themselves the most.
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